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Abstract 
Our work investigates the effects of knowledge sharing 
among buyer agents in an electronic market, where the 
shared knowledge is the reputation of seller agents. Each 
buyer agent independently models a seller after having 
purchased goods from the seller and, upon request, 
shares this knowledge with friends. We investigated if 
having a larger number of friends enables buyers to find 
good quality low priced sellers in the market more 
rapidly and also if there is a point of diminishing returns, 
beyond which increasing the number of friends will not 
have any positive effects. Our results show that, by 
sharing information with friends, the buyers are able to 
identify good sellers earlier. However the marginal gain 
of having more friends decreases as the number of friends 
increases.  
 
1. Introduction 
 

Recent  research has developed intelligent agents for 
ecommerce applications [1, 2, 3, 5, 12, 13, 14]. 
Autonomous agents are suited as mediators in ecommerce 
due to their personalized, continuous and autonomous 
nature. The use of agent technologies in the various 
stages of buying process helps combat information 
overload, expedites several stages of buying process, and 
reduces transaction costs [9].  

Our work considers domains of tangible goods like 
ecommerce where there are buyer and seller agents, and 
where buyers have to repeatedly buy products from 
sellers. For the same product, the quality and the price 
may vary across sellers, and, ideally, a buyer would like 
to obtain the highest quality product at the lowest price 
possible. The utility for the buyer is defined as: Ubuyer= 

quality/price. To maximize its utility, the buyer agent can 
keep trying various sellers until it is satisfied with a 
particular one and then stick to that  seller. However there 
is no guarantee that the buyer has maximized its utility by 
choosing this seller to buy from, unless it has bought from 
all sellers in the marketplace, since there could be other 
sellers offering higher quality, lower price or both.  

    A second option could be to explore the market 
completely until a seller who provides the maximum 
utility for the buyer is identified. However there is the 
associated cost to the buyer for trying out sellers selling at 
higher price, lower quality or both. 

These two scenarios assume that the buyer agent can 
receive quality and cost information only by purchasing 
goods from the sellers. We propose a market environment 
where the buyer knows of other agents, trusted friends, 
who are other buyer agents in the market. These friends 
can provide information about the reputation of sellers 
that they have purchased from. As a buyer is 
collaborating with friends in exploring the market, its 
own exploration time will be reduced and hence good 
sellers will be identified faster.   

    In the rest of this paper we present how a buyer 
agent creates a model for the reputation of sellers it buys 
from, and how to combine this information with the seller 
reputation values provided by friends. Next we discuss 
how the combined reputation can be used to select the 
best seller agent. Finally we describe the experiments we 
ran to study the effect of friends in the utility of 
purchased goods, and conclude with results from these 
experiments. 
 
2. Theoretical Approach  
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Our work focuses on markets with a finite set of seller  
and buyer agents.  Agents are considered trustworthy, in 
that their advice can be taken at face value.  Buyers try to 
maximize their utility, by getting goods and services at the 
best price and quality. 

A buyer uses two criteria in selecting a seller: First, the 
combined reputation of the seller based on the buyer’s 
own experiences with that seller, and the reputation of that 
seller as reported by the buyer’s friends (i.e., other buyer 
agents the buyer knows of and trusts). Second, the buyer 
will evaluate the price which the seller is quoting for the 
product or service.  

In this paper we use the following notation: Subscript 
represents the agent computing the rating. Superscript 
represents the agent about whom the rating is being 
computed. The information in the parenthesis in the 
superscript is the kind of rating being computed. For 
example, every time buyer b purchases a product from the 
seller, it computes a direct trust (di) rating Tb

s(di) of the 
seller s by buyer b. Tb

s(di) is computed as Tb
s(di) = 

α*quality. and the value ranges from [-1, 1]. The rating 
represents the satisfaction level of the buyer with the 
seller and is directly proportional to the quality of the 
product received. A trust rating of -1 is the worst rating 
implying that the buyer is very unsatisfied with the seller.  
A rating of 1 implies that the buyer was happy with the 
seller’s quality and service.  For sellers that the buyer has 
no previous experience, the rating is set to 0.  

Each buyer agent records the history of its transactions 
with the sellers as (s, t, p, pr, Tb

s(di)), where s is the seller’s 
identification, t is the time of interaction, p is the product 
type, pr is the price , and Tb

s(di) is the trust rating of s 
based on direct interaction.  

A buyer b computes the average trust rating Tb
s(diavg) of 

a seller s if it has had at least three direct interactions with 
that seller, and it only keeps track of its five most recent 
interactions (we are assuming that a previously bad seller 
may change and offer better price and quality, and do not 
want to penalize them for previous bad service): 
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If the number of interactions is less than three then the 

trust rating is set to 0 implying that the buyer b is neutral 
about the seller s. This ensures that all sellers in the 
market are given multiple opportunities to prove 
themselves. When buyer b is queried by friends for the 
reputation value of a seller s, b sends the value of  Tb

s(diavg) 
to its friends. 

    The buyer b computes the average reputation value 
Tb

s(avgrep) of seller s  across its friends as a simple average: 
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where n is the number of friends of the buyer returning a 
non-zero reputation value for s, and Tbn

s(rep)  is the 
reputation value of seller s returned by friend bn.  

If a friend returns a value of 0 for the reputation 
(meaning that it has no reliable information), then this 
value is not considered in computing the average. We are 
making two assumptions here: first, friends are 
trustworthy and do not lie; second, the friends of a buyer 
rate sellers in a way similar with the buyer agent b. 

The aggregate trust rating Tb
s  for the seller s by  a 

buyer b is based on its own rating of that seller and the 
average reputation value of that seller across its friends. 
There are four distinct scenarios when computing  Tb

s  
Case1: When the seller is new to the buyer (Tb

s(diavg)
  

=0) and to its friends (Tb
s(avgrep)  =0). Then Tb

s
   = 0.  

Case 2: When the seller is new to its friends (Tb
s(avgrep)  

=0 ) but the buyer has previously purchased from  seller 
(Tb

s(diavg)≠0).Then  Tb
s
  = Tb

s(diavg)
  . 

 Case 3: When the seller is new to the buyer (Tb
s(diavg)

  
=0) but at least one of its friends has purchased from    the 
seller in the past (Tb

s(avgrep)  ≠ 0).   Then Tb
s
  = Tb

s(avgrep)  . 
 Case4:  When the seller is not new to the buyer or its 

friends (Tb
s(diavg)≠0) and  (Tb

s(avgrep)  ≠ 0). Then   
 

Tb
s =

Tb
s(di)+Tb

s(avgrep )

2  
(3
) 

 
    In other words, a buyer b fully trusts its friends, and 

considers their advice of equal importance to its own 
personal experiences.  Clearly, this can be modified to 
give more or less influence to the advice by the buyer’s 
friends, depending on the level of trust between the buyer 
and its friends. 

    A seller s is considered unexplored by buyer b if the 
aggregate trust rating Tb

s
  is zero.  While buying goods 

and services the buyers explore the market place, and, if 
there are unexplored sellers, one of them is chosen 
randomly.  The goal is to completely explore the market 
place of finite sellers, while giving all sellers the 
opportunity to provide the product.  This approach is 
different from the ones where a buyer attempts to identify 
qualified sellers as quickly as possible (or, at least, in a 
predetermined period of time), as, for example, in Kasbah 
[1].  In our scenario it is more beneficial for the buyer to 
form a complete picture of the market, since it intends to 
be in it for long periods of time. 

    After some transactions, all sellers will be explored 
by the buyer either by directly purchasing from them, or 
by receiving their reputation by its friends.  The aggregate 
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trust rating for all the sellers that the buyer is considering 
is computed and this information is used to choose a 
seller, together with the price at which it is offering the 
product or service. Sellers are ranked on reputation in 
decreasing order. If there are two or more sellers of 
similar reputation then they are ranked on the prices in 
increasing order. So a seller who has high reputation and 
is quoting the lowest price for the product is chosen. 

 
3. Related Work 

    
 Our approach to modeling the sellers and sharing the 

reputation of the sellers with friends is similar in part to 
the models of trust developed in Fire [6] and Regret [11]. 
These models include other components, such as certified 
reputation in Fire or social reputation in Regret. Our 
model also differs from how the direct rating and the 
reputation value returned by friends is combined.  

    Zacharia et.al [14] consider a knowledge 
marketplace where the buyers are users with questions 
and sellers are the users that can potentially answer these 
questions. A centralized reputation mechanism as used in 
the Sporas system [14] is used to update the seller’s 
reputation value based on its most recent transaction. Our 
model is different as it considers a decentralized 
marketplace in which there is no central place from which 
the reputation of the seller can be ascertained. The 
performance of a seller is estimated based on direct 
interaction with the seller and on the reputation of the 
seller as ascertained from trustworthy friends.  

    Regan et. al. [10] also have a decentralized model of 
reputation of sellers, and the buyers share reputation of 
the sellers with each other. Unlike our model, a buyer 
requests information only when it has no previous 
experience with the seller. Also they model reputation of 
friends (whom they refer to as advisors) to account for 
the subjectivity of rating sellers and of untrustworthy 
advisors. In our work we are assuming trustworthy 
friends, and focus on the question of the effect such 
friends have on the eventual utility of transactions. 

    Goldman et. al. [5] looked at scenarios where 
electronic sellers are faced with multiple purchase orders 
coming from anonymous buyers, and which the sellers 
need to fulfill with limited stocks. They considered 
different strategies maximizing the gain for the sellers and 
counter strategies for buyers. They assumed a market 
where a finite set of buyers interact repeatedly with a 
finite set of sellers, and where the buyers submit their 
purchase orders sequentially and the sellers cannot fulfill 
all the requests on time. In this environment buyers try to 
choose sellers who most likely will fulfill their order, and 
strategy is based only on the service provided by the 
sellers in the previous encounter only. This can be 

thought of as trust based on a single direct interaction. We 
consider the previous history of the seller with the buyer 
as well as the reputation of this seller with the buyer’s 
friends. 

    In Kasbah [1] buyer and seller agents autonomously 
negotiate with each other and try to make the best deal on 
behalf of their user. The goal for the buyer agent is to find 
a seller who is offering the product at lowest price within 
a time limit, and quality is not considered when 
comparing sellers. Seller agents try to sell their product at 
the highest price they can sell within a time limit and they 
reduce the price of their product with the passage of time. 
The seller’s previous history with the buyer or the 
reputation of the seller is not considered. In our case the 
seller offers the product at fixed rate and the buyers want 
to pick a seller who offers a high quality product at low 
price with no time constraints. We also consider the 
history of transactions between a seller and a buyer and 
its friends. 

 
4. Experiments and Results 

 
For our experiments we developed a simulation of an 

electronic market; Figure 1 provides a simplified 
overview of the market’s architecture. The simulation 
consists of a Matchmaker [7], buyer agents and seller 
agents, which communicate via KQML messages [4].  

 
 

Figure 1. Market Simulation comprising of 
matchmaker, buyer agent with friend buyer agents 
and seller agents.  
 

For simplicity, and without loss of generality, in our 
simulation each seller agent can provide only a single 
item at a fixed quality and price ranges.  Quality and price 
can be one of LOW, MEDIUM, and HIGH.  Each one of  
these categories represents an actual numerical interval.  
When a seller provides goods of, say, MEDIUM quality, 
the actual numerical quality value will be a random 
number generated from the numerical  interval for the 
category MEDIUM.  The same happens for all quality 
and price categories.  This way, while the general quality 
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and price of good do not change semantically, they can 
change in absolute numerical terms.   

The quality and price categories with their 
corresponding intervals are: 
Price: 

LOW:      [10, 16] 
MEDIUM:     [14, 20] 
HIGH:      [18, 24] 

Quality: 
LOW:      [-1.0, -0.7] 
MEDIUM:     [0.3, 0.6] 
HIGH:      [0.7, 1.0] 

Each simulation of the market consists of the 
following steps. 
1) The Matchmaker comes online 
2)  Sellers enter the market by registering their products 
types and price categories with the Matchmaker.  
3)  Buyers enter the market.  Each buyer has a predefined 
set of friends.  Each buyer after entering the market waits 
for some time to let friends join the market. 
4)  During each iteration, a buyer sends an ask message to 
the Matchmaker requesting sellers  that can provide a 
certain item or service. The Matchmaker responds by 
sending a tell message with the list of sellers and the price 
within  the price category of each (as discussed, one of 
LOW, MEDIUM or HIGH). Next, the buyer sends an ask 
message to each of its friends requesting reputation 
information for the sellers on the list. After the 
information has been received or after waiting for a 
certain amount of time, the buyer computes each seller's 
reputation as described in section "Theoretical 
Approach," and selects the best seller based on the 
advertised price category and the actual reputation value.  
Note that the only way for a buyer to experience first 
hand the quality of a seller is to purchase from it. The  
quality in the delivered goods is then used to update the 
seller's history and to modify the buyer's trust in that 
seller. 
5)  This process of buying goods continues for  any 
number of iterations. 

The goal of our experiments was to study how the 
number of trustworthy friends in a market can help a 
buyer identify the best sellers.  In the first experiment we 
fixed a market of ten sellers with price and quality 
properties as shown in Table1.  By predefining the 
number and quality of sellers we could easily identify the 
best seller at any iteration.  In the second experiment we 
generated random seller networks where the number of 
sellers was created  randomly, as were the price and 
quality categories of each seller agent. 

Both experiments started with a single buyer agent 
with no friends, and we ran a number of experiments 

incrementing the number of friends by one for each 
experiment. As described, a buyer keeps purchasing from 
Table 1. Seller properties for fixed seller network for 
first experiment 
 

Seller 
Identity Price Quality 

Seller1 LOW LOW 
Seller2 LOW HIGH 

Seller3 LOW MEDIU
M 

Seller4 MEDIU
M LOW 

Seller5 MEDIU
M HIGH 

Seller6 MEDIU
M 

MEDIU
M 

Seller7 HIGH LOW 

Seller8 HIGH MEDIU
M 

Seller9 HIGH HIGH 
Seller10 LOW HIGH 

     
sellers of unknown reputation to explore the market 
completely, and considers the market explored when the 
aggregate trust ratings for all the sellers in the market is 
non zero. After the exploration phase is complete, the 
buyer starts choosing a seller with high reputation and 
who is offering the product at the lowest price. We 
identify this point as a convergence point, and tabulate 
such points to identify how quickly a buyer reaches them.  

    Figures 2 and 3 show some of the results of running 
our experiments on the initial network of the ten fixed 
sellers.  Figure 2 shows the iterations of the system (i.e. 
buying instances) versus the trust rating assigned to the 
chosen seller for that iteration based on the quality of the 
service and product provided.  Figure 3 shows the 
iterations of the system (i.e. buying instances) versus the 
price  at which the product was purchased  for that 
iteration. 
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Figure 2. The trust of a selected service/goods 
provider (seller) vs. buying instance (iteration).  Buyer 
with 6 friends is able to identify and start interacting 
with sellers who get higher trust rating (high quality 
low priced) earlier than a buyer with 0 friends. 
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Figure 3. The price of a purchased service/good vs. 
buying instance (iteration).  After buyers converge to 
the best seller, the price goes down. 
 

Initially, during the market exploration phase, sellers 
are chosen randomly from the unexplored list of sellers. 
During this phase we expected the price and trust ratings 
to vary randomly. After the exploration phase is 
complete, we expect the buyers to consistently pick high 
quality low priced sellers from the available sellers in the 
market. The results conformed to our expectations as is 
evident from figures 2 and 3.  It is also clear that a buyer 
with friends explores the market faster than a buyer 
without any friends.  There was no substantial difference, 
though, for convergence for buyers with three friends or 
more. This is shown best in figure 4 which plots the 
average converging points (iterations) versus the number 
of friends for the seller configuration described in Table 
1. 
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Figure 4. Average convergence point (ACP) vs. the 
number of friends.  As the number of friends 
increases, the ACP decreases. However the marginal 
gain by adding more friends decreases as the number 
of friends increases. 
 

From figure 4  it is evident that adding more friends 
allows buyers to converge more quickly on acceptable 
sellers, however, the marginal gain from adding new 
friends decreases as the number of friends increases.  

In the second set of experiments we randomly 
generated the configuration of the seller network as well 
as the quality and price of the goods each seller offered.  
We defined the seller network quality (SNQ) as : 

 

∑
=

=
n

i ice
QualitySNQ

1 Pr
 (4

) 
 
where n is the number of sellers in the market. The 

SNQ value is a metric of how easy it would be for a buyer 
to find high quality low price goods. If SNQ is high it 
implies that there are a lot of high quality low price 
sellers, while a low value implies the opposite. 

We ran the same type of experiments as before, and 
examined how the quality of the seller network affects the 
average convergence points for varying sizes of friend 
network.  Figure 5 shows the average convergence points 
versus seller network quality.   
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Figure 5. ACP versus SNQ. Irrespective of the seller 
network quality, the ACP is nearly the same for a 
given  friend network size. 
 

As can be seen from figure 5 the seller network quality 
does not affect the convergence points.  Initially, buyers 
are not aware of the quality of sellers in the market. 
Hence they always collaborate and explore the market to 
identify acceptable sellers. Clearly, though, the number of 
friends affects the average convergence point. Finally, we 
studied how the number of sellers would affect the 
convergence. 

Figure 6 shows the results of the experiments where 
we varied the number of sellers in the network, and, as 
before, the quality and price categories were established 
randomly. For the same number of friends, as the number 
of sellers is increased, it takes longer to identify 
acceptable sellers.   The marginal gain in having more 
friends is reduced as the number of friends is increased.  
In general, when there are at least four sellers in the  
market, the marginal gain is the highest when going from 
zero to one friend. 

 
Figure 6. ACP vs. number of friends.   A few friends 
have a dramatic impact as to converging to the best 
seller.  Of course, more sellers require more friends in 
order to reach convergence. 

 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 
 

In a decentralized electronic market place for tangible 
goods, a buyer agent needs to select a seller before 
engaging in a transaction with the seller. We have 
presented a strategy for buyers to model the seller 
reputation and share this information with friends to 
identify acceptable sellers quickly. Though our model is 
similar in part to models of trust and reputation developed 
in Fire [6] and Regret [11], we investigated if having 
larger number of friends will consistently enable buyers 
to find high quality low priced sellers in the market 
rapidly and also if there is a point of diminishing return, 
beyond which increasing the number of friends will not 
have any positive effects. Our results show that by 
exchanging reputation of sellers with friends, acceptable 
sellers are identified earlier. However the marginal gain is 
reduced as the number of  friends is increased. In random 
seller networks, the greatest gain was seen when having a 
single friend. 
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